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LINEAR CHEVALLEY ESTIMATES

TI WANG

Abstract. A Chevalley estimate for a germ of an analytic mapping / is a

function / : N —► N such that if the composite with / of a germ of an analytic

function on the target vanishes to order at least l(k), then it vanishes on the

image to order at least k . Work of Izumi revealed the equivalence between reg-

ularity of a mapping (in the sense of Gabrielov, see §1) and the existence of a

linear Chevalley estimate l(k). Bierstone and Milman showed that uniformity

of the Chevalley estimate is fundamental to several analytic and geometric prob-

lems on the images of mappings. The central topic of this article is uniformity

of linear Chevalley estimates for regular mappings.

We first establish the equivalence between uniformity of a linear Chevalley

estimate and uniformity of a "linear product estimate" on the image: A linear

product estimate on a local analytic ring (or, equivalently, on a germ of an ana-

lytic space) means a bound on the order of vanishing of a product of elements

which is linear with respect to the sum of the orders of its factors. We study

the linear product estimate in the central case of a hypersurface (i.e., the zero

set of an analytic function). Our results show that a linear product estimate

is equivalent to an explicit estimate concerning resultants. In the special case

of hypersurfaces of multiplicity 2, this allows us to prove uniformity of linear

product estimates.

Notation.

cfx : The structure sheaf on an analytic space X.
c?x ,í'- The fiber of the structure sheaf cfx at £, i.e., the local algebra

of germs of analytic functions at â,e X.

inifix)) : The initial monomial in the Taylor expansion of fix) e K[[x]|
at 0 (cf. § 4).

expifix)) : The initial exponent of fix) e K[x]| (cf. Section 4).
v¡{f) : The order of fix) with respect to the maximal ideal of cf( , i.e.,

the maximal integer k such that f emk .

vtiWi,xit)) : The order of a root of a polynomial with respect to t in a conic

domain defined in §3.
grkifa : The generic rank of an analytic mapping <f>.

reSiiP > /)(*): The i-th resultant of polynomials P(x, z) and fix, z), see §3.
aiq) : The order of qix) for a formal or convergent series.
x(q) : The order of the remainder in the decomposition of qix), see

§4.
JfiX; Z) : The ring of meromorphic functions on analytic spaces X with

all poles in analytic subspace Z .
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1. Introduction

The subject of this article is the study of local invariants that distinguish
the behavior of algebraic mappings from that of analytic mappings in general.
Lojasiewicz [Lo] proved that semianalytic (or semialgebraic) sets lie in an ana-
lytic (or algebraic) subset of R" of the same dimension. Therefore, the image
of a polynomial map lies in an algebraic set of dimension equal to its rank, the
generic rank of the Jacobian of the map (cf. [Mi, Theorem 1]). However, the
example of Osgood (cf. Example 2.3) shows that, for a germ of an analytic

mapping y = fax), the analogous condition (which was studied by Gabrielov
in the early 1970's, and which we call regularity) fails in general.

Let K = R or C. Consider a germ of an analytic mapping y = fax) over
K, where x = ixx,..., xm) and y = (yx,..., yn) ■ Let fiy) be a formal power

series in y - faa). After being composed with fa, fifax)) will be a formal
power series in x - a. A linear estimate means that the order of vanishing of

fifax)) in x - a is linearly bounded from above by the order of vanishing of
fiy) in y - faa) modulo the ideal of formal relations among the components
of fax) - faa) ; we will call such an estimate a linear Chevalley estimate at
a (cf. the precise definitions in §2). Bierstone and Milman have shown that
uniformity of Chevalley estimates is fundamental to several problems in both
analysis and geometry of the images of analytic maps. Also, a uniform linear
Chevalley estimate is essentially equivalent to a linear loss of differentiability in
the solution of a classical problem on composite differentiable functions [BM4].
One of the main problems remaining from their work is uniformity of linear
Chevalley estimates of regular mappings (cf. the conjecture in [BM4]); this is
also the central topic of this paper.

Gabrielov proved the rank condition for analytic mappings (cf. [Ga]). A
mapping (with a smooth source) is regular in the sense of Gabrielov at a given
point if its generic rank at the point equals the minimal dimension of analytic
closure of the image of a small neighborhood of this point. We say that a local
analytic ring possesses a linear product estimate if the order of vanishing of a
product is bounded by a linear function of the sum of the orders of factors.
In the 1980's, Izumi established the equivalence among the following: linear
product estimates on the target space, linear Chevalley estimates under the con-
dition that the mapping is Gabrielov regular, and Gabrielov regularity of the
mapping (cf. [Il], [13]). Later, he showed that the linear product estimate on a
given analytic local ring is equivalent to irreducibility of the germ of the analytic
space [12]. Rees [Rl] extended the result to pseudovaluations on general local
rings.

For a regular mapping, we prove that uniformity of the linear product esti-
mate on the image of the mapping (in the sense of local rings of the image, see
Definitions 2.5 and 2.8) and uniformity of the linear Chevalley estimate on the
source space are equivalent:

Let X and Y be analytic spaces over R or C :

1.1.   Theorem (Theorem 2.10). Let <f>:Y—*X be an analytic mapping which
is semiproper and regular. Then the following statements are equivalent:

1. The map <j> admits a uniform linear Chevalley estimate on Y ;

2. Let Z = faY). There is a uniform linear product estimate on Z.
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We conjecture that uniformity of these linear estimates holds for all analytic

mappings with the regularity condition. We can view a linear Chevalley estimate

as a linear bound or orders of vanishing in an analytic equation g = fifa, in
terms of the order of a solution / and that of a given function g. An analogous

problem for a linear equation g = A • f, where A is a matrix with analytic
functions as all its entries, concerns uniformity of the exponent in the Artin-
Rees estimate (lemma) (see [BM2], [BM3] and [Wl]).

By Theorem 1.1, to study the uniformity of linear Chevalley estimates for

regular mappings, it suffices to concentrate on the uniform linear product es-
timate on analytic subsets for irreducible components at every point. In this

paper, we consider the case that the defining ideal of X is principal. Then
we can assume that near the point (0,0), X is defined by the zero set of an

irreducible and distinguished pseudopolynomial

Pix,z) = zP + J2ciix)zp-¡,

where the c,(x)'s are analytic and P(x, z) has order p at (jc, z) = (0, 0).
Let Wxix),..., wPix) be all the roots of Pix, z). For any fix, z) e C{x}[z],
we can define generalized resultants rt\s,(JP, f) of Pix, z) and fix, z) by

the identity

f[iz - fix, Wiix))) = zp + f^reSiiP, f)ix)zp-i.
i=i i=i

By Puiseux's Theorem, we may add a parameter t such that for fixed x,

P(tp'x, z) has all the roots analytic in t. In a conic domain in the set where

the discriminant of Pix, z) never vanishes, we denote the roots of Pif'x, z)
by wx,i{t), i = 1,2,..., p. Then we can define the order vt(wxjit)) of each

wXiiit) in t at x = 0 (for details see §3). Denote by i/(/) the order of
/ e cfx, o with respect to the maximal ideal mx,o ■ The main theorem of §3
which is also one of the main new results of our work can then be stated as:

1.2. Theorem (Theorem 3.5). If Pix, z) = zP + ££,, Ciix)zp-' is reduced and
distinguished, then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) Pix, z) is irreducible in cfm+l.
(2) A linear product estimate holds for the germ iX, 0) ( i.e., there are two

constants a > 1 and b>0 such that for all f, g e cfx,o.

v(f'g)<a-iv(f) + v(g)) + b.

(3) Pix, z) has Property 1, i.e., there exist two constants kx > 1 and k2>0

such that for all f e cfx,o > we have

v(resPiP,f)ix))<kx-vif) + k2.

(4) There exist two constants h >l and l2>0 such that for all f e cfx,o.

-vireSpiP, f)ix)) < h • min 4t/(r<?5;(P, /)(*)) + l2.
P 1<'<P I

(5) There exist two constants Cx > 1 and c2>0 such that for all f e cfx,o •

vtfitplx,wxjit)) < ex • v,fit"-x, wXJit)) + c2

for all 1 < i, j < p.
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Remark. The relations among the constants in the above equivalences are ex-

plicit (cf. the remark after Theorem 3.5).
We study the uniform linear product estimates on hypersurfaces of multi-

plicity 2, i.e., X has the multiplicity not more than 2 everywhere. Without loss
of generality, we may assume that, locally, X is given by a pseudopolynomial
Pix, z) = z2 + qix) = 0 with the multiplicity of qix) not smaller than 2.

A detailed analysis of the irreducibility of Pix, z) allows us to find a certain

standard form for qix). Then we obtain

1.3. Theorem (Theorem 4.1). There is a uniform linear product estimate for
hypersurfaces of multiplicity 2.

By using the same idea, one can obtain uniformity of linear product estimates
along the locus of multiplicity 3 in a hypersurface.

I would like to take this chance to express my sincere thanks to Professors E.
Bierstone and P. Milman for their help. The formulation of the problem and

some key techniques are due to them.

2. Chevalley estimates: linearity and uniformity

Let K = R or C. In this article, an analytic space X over K is defined as

follows: X = i\X\, cfx) is a local ringed space, where locally, there is an open

set U c K" , a coherent ideal lx C <fu such that \X\ is the support of cfu/Ix ,

and cfx = icfv/Ix)\\x\ ■
Let X and Y be analytic spaces over K, and let 0 : Y -» X be a morphism.

The morphism <f> induces a natural homomorphism of the structure sheaves

fa : cfx — cfY.

For any y e Y, fa determines a homomorphism of local rings

4>*y- &X,<Ky) -* CfY ,y ,

and a homomorphism of the completions

4>*y '• &X,4>(y) -*&Y,y

Let my and my denote the maximal ideals of cfy ,y and cfy,y respectively,

and let Ry and Ry denote the kernels of fay and fa, respectively. For any
g e cfx ,<t,(y), the lemma of Chevalley gives a comparison of orders of vanishing.
The proof is elementary which can been found in [BM2].

2.1. Lemma. Let y e Y. For each k e N, there exists I e N such that if

g e ¿x.uy) • and faig) e my+l, then geRy + m^^x>tHy).

We will consider the following linear version of the Chevalley estimate:

2.2. Definition. There is a linear Chevalley estimate for <f> at y if there exist

two constants a > 1 and b > 0 such that for all g e cfx,<p(y)/Ry ,

(2.1) yyifaig))<a-vmig) + b,

where vv and i^(v) are the orders with respect to the maximal ideals of cfy

and cfx,t¡,(V)/Ry respectively (see Notation).
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2.3. Example (Osgood). Let <f> : K2 -» K3 be defined by

faxx, x2) = ixx, Xxx2, xxx2eXl).

In this case, Ro = {0} . Hence, cf^,0/Ro = <^3,o • We know that grkoifa = 2,
r2(0) = r3(0) = 3. Therefore, estimate (2.1) does not exist, either by a simple
calculation or by Izumi's result. An analytic mapping has a linear Chevalley

estimate at a point if and only if it is regular at the point [13].

2.4. Theorem (Izumi) (cf. [II]). Let <p : (K*,0) -» (Kp, 0) be the germ of
analytic mapping of germs of regular spaces. Let X c Kp be defined by the
irreducible ideal ker( fa). Assume that grkoifa — dimo AT. Then the following
statements are equivalent:

(1) 4> has a linear Chevalley estimate, i.e. there exist two constants ax > 1

and bx > 0 such that for all f e cfx,o.

(2.2) vifaif))<ax-vif) + bx.

(2) iX, 0) admits linear product estimates, i.e., there exist two constants

a2 > I and b2 > 0 such that for all f, g e cfx o >

(2.3) vif-g)<a2-{vif) + vig)} + b2.

2.5. Definition. For a germ of analytic spaces (AT, £), it has a linear product

estimate if (2.3) holds at t\.

2.6. Theorem (Izumi's Theorem) (cf. [12]; for the real case, see [Rl]). Let X

be a germ of an analytic space. X is irreducible if and only if cfx admits a
linear product estimate.

Let <j> : Y —► X be an analytic mapping.

2.7. Definition.
(1) An analytic mapping has a uniform Chevalley estimate if for any compact

set K c Y and any integer k, there is a function /#(«:) such that for all a e K,

l(k,a)<lK(k).
(2) An analytic mapping has a uniform linear Chevalley estimate if for any

compact subset K c Y, there exist two constants ax > 1 and b¡( > 0, by
which we may define a linear function Ixik) = a¡c • k + bn such that for all
aeK, l(k,a)< lK(k).

2.8. Definition. For a given set X, it has a uniform linear product estimate if
for any compact set K c X, there are two constants ax > 1 and b%, > 0 such
that for any point a e K, on any irreducible component Xaj of the germ of

Zariski closure Xa of the germ Xa, there is a linear product estimate (2.3) with

a2 = a¡( and b2 = b% .

2.9. Definition. Let X and Y be locally compact topological spaces, and let
/ : Y —> X be a continuous mapping. Then / is semiproper into X if and

only if for each compact subset K c X, there is a compact set (perhaps void)

Lc7 such that

(2.4) fiL) = fiY)nK.

Remark. A semiproper C-analytic mapping is always Gabrielov regular, since

its image is an analytic set (see [Wh, Theorem 1 IB]).
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In this section, the main result below shows that we can extend Izumi's re-

sult in a uniform way. The proof parallels that of Izumi with some technical

preparations.

2.10. Theorem. Let <p:Y -> X be a semiproper and regular analytic mapping
between analytic spaces. The mapping </> admits a uniform linear Chevalley

estimate if and only if faY) has a uniform product estimate.

By Hironaka's desingularization theorem (for a simpler proof, see [BM6]),
we may assume that Y is smooth. Theorem 2.10 follows from

2.11. Proposition. Let Bn c K" be a closed ball. Let <f> : K" -» X be a regular
mapping of analytic spaces. Then, faß") has a uniform linear product estimate
if and only if <j> admits a uniform linear Chevalley estimate on B" .

The proof is parallel to that of Izumi's theorem (Theorem 2.4). First, we

state an algebraic lemma:

2.12. Lemma. Let 3> : A —► B be a finite and injective homomorphism between

local Noetherian domains. Then there exists an integer k > 0 such that, for every

f e B, there exist gx, ..., gk e A, such that

(2.5) /fc + ¿O(c?,)./*-' = 0.

Remark. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A c B and B is a
finitely generated yl-module:

B = Aitx,...,ts).

I am glad to thank Professor C. Huneke for telling me that we always have

k<s.
Let X be an analytic space over K. The dimension of X at a point x

means the Krull dimension of cfx,x. An analytic mapping <j> : X —* Kp is said
to be finite if for each point x e X, &x,x is a finitely generated module over

<^sj>,<t>(x) via the mapping fax.

2.13. Corollary. Let X be an analytic space of pure dimension p. Let II : X —>
Kp be a finite mapping. Then there exist an integer k > 0 and a neighborhood
of a, say U c X, such that for all ß e U and any f € cfx, ß, there exist

gx,..., gk ecfp,n(ß),

k

(2.6) /* + $>(n)/*-< = o.
1-1

Proof of Proposition 2.11. Suppose that <j> admits a uniform linear Chevalley
estimate on Bn. Our assumptions imply that for any compact subset L c

faB"), there exists a compact subset K c B" , such that for any b e L and any
irreducible component of the germ of Zariski closure Xb of the germ L¿ at
b, say Xb,i, there exists a point a e K such that faa) = b and the mapping

fa : (Kn, a) —► Xb,i is regular. By our assumption, there exist a¡c > I and

bK > 0 such that for any point a e K, any fe &m ,

Vaififa) < aK • V4,(a)if) + bK-
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For /, ge ^(/,(a),i > we have (denote by v^j the valuation on X¡,j)

V^a),iif'g) < Va(f(4>) • gi<t>))

(2.7)
= Va(f(4>)) + Vaigifa)

< aK(vmif) + «W*)) + 2bK

< aK (vm, ((f) + v«ß), ¡(g)) + 2¿a

Thus, we have a uniform linear product estimate on faB").
On the other hand, assume that faBn) admits a uniform linear product

estimate. Let n : X -* Kp be a finite mapping. Then, the mapping: *P =
n o <p : K" —► K" has a generic rank p since the regularity of *F implies that

(2.8) Max rank^-r--—- = p,
o(vi,..., yn)

where (y\, ..., y„) are the coordinates on K". It is known that there is a
uniform linear Chevalley estimate for *F (see [Tl]). For this reason, we may

assume that, for each compact subset K c B" , there exists a constant ck > 1

such that for any / e &p,<v(a) > va(/ÇV)) < Ck • Vf{a)(f) > for all a iniT. For a

given compact subset K c B" , the sets L = faK), and L = n(L) are compact.
Let ÜL and ¿>¿ be the coefficients in the uniform linear product estimate on

L. We define a sequence of linear functions: Let c = ck ■

(2.9) e0W = cX,    ePiX) = aL-c-iX + ep-iil)) + bL-c   for   p = l,2,....

We claim that: for any a e K and any f e cf^a)j » if vaififa) > *p-i W > and
if there exist gx, ..., gp e cfp,^a), such that

^(a),i(fp + ÍZgl(n)fip-i) >ep-iW,
i=\

then, i/fla),/(/)>A.
The result follows from the claim: since the mapping n is finite, for any

/ e 0m,i > there exist gx, ..., gk e &r{a) such that fk + ^ g,(n)/fc-' = 0.

By Corollary 2.13, the number k is uniformly given on L. Thus, we may take

the coefficients in efc_,, i.e., Mfifa) < ^_i(^(a),,(/)).
The proof of the claim is pointwise, which can be found in [II].

3. Linear product estimates

In this section, we consider a linear product estimate in the case where the
defining ideal of the germ of AT is a principal ideal, i.e., A" is a hypersurface.
In §§3.1 and 3.2, we assume that the field is complex. The discussion of real

cases is in §3.3.

3.1. Generalized resultants. We assume that X c Cm+1, and that at 0 € A"

we have an irreducible and distinguished pseudopolynomial

(3.1) Pix,z) = z" + YjCiix)zp-i,
/=i

where x = ixx,..., xm), such that in a neighborhood of 0, the space X =

{(jc,z)eCm+1 :Pix,z) = 0}.
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After a linear coordinate change, we may further assume that for each /,
c (x)

i = 1, ..., p, i/jf(c;(jc)) > i. By the substitution y = z + , we reduce to

the case that c¡ (x) = 0.
By the above assumptions, for any element f e cfx,o, f has a standard

form:
p

(3.2) /«2>(x)r*--
;=1

modulo the ideal. Moreover, the order of vanishing of / in cfx,o is given by

(3.3) vif) = min {i/(a,(x)) +p - i}.

Let Wx, ..., wp e F be all the roots of Pix, z) = 0. For any / e C{x}[z],
consider the polynomial

FiP, f)ix, y) = f[iy - fix, u>f(*)))

(3.4) ,=I

= yp + YdresiiP,f)ix)-yp-i.

It is easy to see that these coefficients res¡(P, f)ix) are polynomials of the
coefficients of P and f. Thus, F{P, f)ix, y) e C{x}[y].

3.1. Definition. The coefficient res¡iP, f)ix) in (3.4) is called the i-th resul-
tant of P and / for any polynomial / in C{x}[z].

Remark.
1. By (3.4), for fixed x and for each k = 1, ..., p,

(3.5) reskiP,f)ix) = i-l)k       £      fix, witix))...fix, wikix)).

l<h<~<h<P

Each reskiP, f) is a homogeneous polynomial in the coefficients of / of degree
k. In particular, i-l)presPiP, /)(*) is the same as the conventional definition

of the resultant of P and /. For simplicity, we denote i~l)presPiP, f) by

resiP,f).
2. In the case where x is a single variable, and if Pix, z) is irreducible, by

Puiseux's theorem, for any / e C{x}[z] of degree less than p :

(3.6) yuirespiP, f)(x)) = minQ • v(resj(P, f)(x))\

If x is a multi-variable, (3.6) will no longer hold in general. However, by the
following argument, we will see that the irreducibility of Pix, z) is equivalent

to a linear comparison between viresPiP, /)) and min, (i/(res,-(P, /))). First,
we define

Property 1. There are two constants kx > 1, k2 > 0, such that for all f ecfx, o >

(3.7) v(resiP,f))<kxvif) + k2.

Property 2. For any compact neighborhood K of 0, íAere exwr rwo constants
kx > 1 ana" ÄT2 > 0, such that for any point a e K, and for any irreducible
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component of the germ of Xa, say Xa , defined by Pa ,(x, z) = 0, and for any

f**Xn.n

v iresiPc ,i,f))<klvl,aif) + k2,

where v¡,aif) denotes the order of f in <?x«,i ■

3.2. Proposition. Property 1 implies a linear product estimate for the germ

iX, 0). Further, if X has Property 2, then a uniform linear product estimate

holds for any compact subset K containing 0.

Remark. In fact, Property 1 holds if and only if (A", 0) admits a linear product
estimate (see Theorem 3.5).

Let I be the ideal generated by P(x, z). Suppose that /, g e cfx,o, and

let / = mm*ml a;(x)z"-', and g = JfM btix)^-'. Then the product of' / and

g modulo I is given by the Weierstrass division. Namely,

(3.8) f ■ gix, z) = Yjd,ix)zp-'   mod(7),
1=1

where the right side is the remainder in the division

(3.9) f-gix,z) = Qix.z) - Pix, z) + ¿ rf,(x)^-'.
i=i

Therefore, vif • g) = min,{i/A:(a',(x)) +p - i} as mentioned in (3.3).

Suppose that P(x, z) is reduced, i.e., the discriminant A(x) of Pix, z)
is not zero. Therefore, in K& = {x : A(x) ± 0}, P(x, z) has p distinct
solutions Wi(x). Denote tx = (txx, ..., txn). One can pick a point x and a

neighborhood U of x such that the conic neighborhood

Kv = {tp'x : 0 < |i| < 1, x e U}

is a subset of {x : A(x) ^ 0, z'«(A(x)) ^ 0}. We may further assume that all

the coefficients of Pitp[x, z) are analytic in Ku . For fixed y = (yt, ... ,yn) in

Ku , from Puiseux's theorem, we have an analytic decomposition in t :

(3.10) Pitp'y,z) = f[iz-wy,lit)),
i=i

where the wyj(t) 's are analytic functions in t. We define vt as a mapping from
C{x}[z,, z2,..., zp] to N : for any fix, z,, z2, ..., zp) e C{x}[zi, z2, ..., zp],

vt(f) = Mfitp'x, wx,xit),..., wx,Pit))

= inf 0Td,ifitpy, wy,\it), ..., wy,Pit))).

Clearly, if A(x) is analytic in x, then vt(hitplx)) = ord(A(x)) -p\.

From the definition of vt, we have a pseudovaluation on C{x}[zi, z2,..., zp].

Recall that vt being a pseudovaluation means that for any f, g in the ring,

vtif + g) > min{i/,(/), vtig)},    vtif'g) > vtif) + v,ig).

3.3. Lemma. Let fix, z) ecfx,o- Then

(3.11) uifix, z)) < ±vtifit"-x, wxJit)))

for each root wx,¡it) of Pitpx, z).
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Proof. Consider the equation

Pif'x ,z) = zp + ^T aitplx)zp-i = 0.
p

Y.i=i
Let w,ix) be a root of P(x, z) in the sense given above. A root of P(rp!x, z) =

0 is denoted by wx,i(t) = Wi(tp'x). It thus follows that

P • vtiwx,iit)) > rain (vt(Cj(fi'x)) + ip- j)p,(wXJit))).

Therefore,

(3.12)

vtiwXJit)) > mm -Mcjif'x))
'<;</> j

p\
= min — vAcAx))\<i<P J     wv  "

>p\

for each i = 1,..., p . For any fix, z) e cfx,o,

vJif-x, wxjit)) > vxf-min{vtitp'x),vtiwXJit))} = vxf-p\.

Thus, (3.11) follows.

For all i, f-gitp'x, wx ,(r)) = £J., djitplx)wx ¡it)p-j. It yields an identity

(3.13)
(f-giV>'x,wx,xit))\

f-gitp'x,wx,2it))

(I    wx,xit)    ...   wx,xit)p-l\ ( dPitp'x)  \

1     ̂ ,2(0     ...     WX,2Ít)P~l   I  I  dp-xitp'x)

\f-gitp,x,wx,pit)))      \l   wx,Pit)   ...   wx,Pit)p-' ) V dxif'x) J

Proof of Proposition 3.2. For a fixed point x e Ku , let A denote the coefficient
matrix on the right side of the formula above. For all k,

(3.14) u,if-gitp-x, wx,kit)))>mm{vlidiitp'x)) + ip-i)vtiwx,iit))}.

For all /' = 1, ..., p , we have

(3.15) vt(fi-gitp]x,wx,¡it))) = u1fitp'x,wx,¡it)) + ulgitp'x,wx,¡it)).

Since fitP'x, wx,,it)) = T.j*j(tplx)WxÁtY~i > we Set

(3.16)

/fitp'x,wx,xit))\

fit»'x,wx,2it))

\fitp'x,wx,Pit))J

= A

( aPitpXx) \

aP-xitp'x)

V "i(tp'x) )

where the matrix A is defined in (3.13). Let A(x) denote the discriminant of
Pix, z). Then Aitp'x) is the discriminant of P(rp!x, z) and clearly \A\2 ■
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Aitp'x). Therefore, multiplying by the transposed matrix A* of cofactors of
A, it follows

(fitp,x,wx,xit))\ ( aPitp,x) \
fiitp,x,wx,2it))

(3.17) = \A\

\fitp'x,wx,pit))J

From (3.17), obviously, we have for all i

aP-xitp'-x)

V Mtp,x) J

1

(3.20)

v,\

(3.18) -zVtMif-x) + vtai{tpXx) > min{i/,/(i"!j:, wxjit))}.

Similarly, for g and for all i,

(3.19) ^A(r'!x) + vtbiitplx) > min{vtgitp'x, wxjit))}.

Combining (3.18) with (3.19), we have for any i and k,

vtAitp-x) + vtaiitp-x) + vtbkitp-x)

> min{vtfitp[x, Wx^it^ + mini^gif'x, wxjit))}.

Using Lemma 3.3 and Property 1, we obtain for any j,k,

(3.21)

[f(tp'x, WXJit))\ < vt(j[(fitp-x, WXtiit))))

= v!iresiP,f)itp'x))

<pxkiv(f)+k2) ^i^'^y-^ +fc2)

Thus, there are two constants Ci > 1 and c2 > 0, where Ci = kx and c2 =

p\k2, such that for any / e cfx,o, and any j and k, v,fitp'x, wxj(t)) <

cxv,fitp'x,wx,kit)) + c2. Here, (3.14), (3.15), (3.20) and (3.21) imply

i/,A(i"!x) + vtaiitp-x) + v,bjitp-x)

(3 22) - min{vtf(tp-x, wxJit))} + mm{vtgitp'x, wxjit))}

> 1 mini!/, (dk(t#x)) + ip- k)p\} - £,
Ci     k Cx

where we assume that

ut(g(tp-x,wx,iit))\ =mm\vt(gitp-x, W*j(t))\}-

Clearly, since each A(x), a,(x), bj(x) and dkix) are analytic with respect to
x, we havex, we have

(3.23)
vtAitp-x) = p! • z/xA(x) ;      v¿éfx) = p\ ■ i/(fl/(jf)) ;

vtbji^x) =p\ • vibjix)) ;     v&ifx) =p! • vidkix)).
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It is therefore

1                                            c?
i/A(x) + ua¡ix) + vbjix) > — min{i/ (í4(x)) +p - k}-^.

By (3.3) and choosing proper i and j, we may have

(3.24) i/A(x) + va-iix) + vbjix) < uá(x) + vif) + v{g).

Then, we obtained

(3.25) vif.g)<kxivif) + vig)) + kxviAix)) + k2,

where kx and k2 are exactly the same as in Property 1. Hence, it is a linear
product estimate as required, and it gives a uniform linear product on X if
Property 2 holds.

3.2.   Criteria for linear product estimates.

3.4.   Proposition. Assume that Pix, z) is reduced. Then for all f, we have

(3.26) vif) < min ̂ resf>W < „(/) + I„(A(*)).
1<'<P l ¿

Proof. For all / = 1, ..., p, for a fixed point x e Ku ,

(3.27) ifitp[x, wx,iit)))p + JTreskiP, f)itp'x)ifiitp'x,wxJit)))p-k = 0.

Therefore,

/=i

p-vt(f(t?-x, wx,i(t))) > min{vtiresk{P, f)itp'x))+ip-k)-vtifitp-x, wxjit)))},
k

i.e., there exists some k ( k may depend on i ) such that

(3.28) vtifitp]x, wx,t(t))) > j^UtireSkiP, f)itp'x)).

Thus,

(3.29) minvtifitp}x, wx,,(f))) > mmdv,irestiP, /)(rp!x))}.
; ;     i

By applying (3.18), for all j = 1,..., p,

(3.30) \vtAitp-x) + vtajitp'x) > min{ii/,(rMf(P, f)itp'x))}.
Z i      I

Again, since all the entries above are analytic in x, the second half of (3.26)
follows from (3.3) and (3.23) as required. The first half of (3.26), i.e., vif) <
mini<,<p v(reSiiP > /))/* > is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3 and for-
mula (3.5).

3.5. Theorem. If Pix, z) = zp + Yfi=i c¡ix)zp~' is reduced and distinguished,
then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) P(x, z) is irreducible in cfm+x ■

(2) A linear product estimate holds for the germ (AT, 0), i.e., there are two
constants a > 1 and b > 0 such that for all f, g e cfx,o<

.    vif.g)<a-ivif) + vig)) + b.
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(3) P(x, z) has Property 1, i.e., there exist two constants kx > 1 and k2>0

such that for all f e cfx, o, we have

v(reSpiP,f)ix))<kx-vif) + k2.

(4) There exist constants h > I and l2>0 such that for all f e cfx ,o>

yireSpiP, f)'x)) < lx • min -U(res,(P, /)(*)) +12.

(5) There exist constants Cx > 1 and c2>0 such that for all f e cfx,o,

vtfitp-x, wx,iit)) < Cx • vtfif'x, wXJit)) + c2,

for all 1 < i, j <p.

Proof.
(1) => (2): By Izumi's theorem (see Theorem 2.4).
(2) ■► (1): If P(x, z) = fix, z) • gix, z), it is then apparent that (2) can

not hold.
(2) => (3): We define a sequence of linear functions

(3.31) exik) = k;    for all q > 1,    <?a+iW = a • iX + eqiX)) + b.

Using Tougeron's idea (cf. [Il]), we can claim that for a given / e cfx,o, if
there exist #,(x) e cfm such that

v(f>(x, z) + ¿2gj(x)f-jix, z))>eqik)
j=i

and Vifif'x, wx,¡it)) > p\eqiX), then we have vif) > k. Our claim implies

that there are two constants ¿i > 1 and b2 > 0 such that for all i = 1,..., p,

V,U(t-X,Wx,H\t)))SDx -vu) + o2.

Indeed, since

(3.33) fix, z) + Y,resiix)fp-iix, z) = 0,

(3.32) vtifitp[x, wx, ¡it))) <bx'vif) + b2.

p

;'=1

we can take bxk + b2= p\ePiX). But, it is apparent that (3.32) implies (3) with

fc/ = ^/0- 1)!, /= 1, 2.
(3) =» (4): For all i,

i-vireSpiP,f)ix))<^-vif) + ^.
P P P

<£Lv(resiiP,f)ix)) + %.
i-p p

Hence, (4) foUows.
(4) => (5): For a given / e cfx,o , by (4) we have: for any I < i, j <p,

vtireSpiP,f)itp}x))<h -P •min{±i/i(res,(P, /)(rp!x))} + l2 -p -p\.
I I
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Using Proposition 3.4, there are constants l{ > 1 and 1'2 > 0 such that

vtifitp}x, wxJit))) < vt(resPiP, f)(tp'x))

<lx-p- min^ViireSiiP, f)itp'x))} + h-P-p\

(3.34) '       i
= (/,.p.min{7l.(r^;(P,/)(x))}-r-/2.p).p!

<(h'P-ivif) + \viAix))) + l2-p)-p\.

By Lemma 3.3, (3.34) gives

(3 35)        "<W"X> «V<W)) < v^reSpiP, f)it"'x))

<h-p-ivtifiitp]x,wxjit)))) + l2-p-pl,

as required.

(5)* (2): Forany /,   gecfx,o, f =¿ZMx)zp-< and g = £;0,(x)z'-J,
we have (see (3.22))

vtAitp[x) + v,aiitp-x) + vtbjitp'x) > - min{vtidkitp'x)) + ip-k)-p\}- —
Cx     k Cx

for any i, j = I, ..., p. Therefore, by (3.24),

^vif-g) - -% < "(A(x)) + u(at(x)) + vibjix)) < i/(A(x)) + v(f) + vig).
Cx Cx -pi

It follows that

vif -g)<cx (i/(/) + vig)) + CxvAix) + I

as required.

Remark. We just showed a necessary circle of a logical proof of the theorem as
above. We list some relations among all the coefficients above (for the proof,
refer to [W2]):

1. When (2) is derived from (3), we may take a = kx and b = k{- v(A(x)) +
k2.

2. (2) => (3): we may take kx and k2 as k\k+k2 = p-ePik), where ex (A) = k,

and eq+x (A) = a • (A + e?fl(A)) + b, for q = 1, 2,... .

3. (3) => (4): we may take ¡x = — and l2 = —.
P P

4. (4) => (3): we may take kx =p-h and k2 =p • [jlxviAix)) + l2].
5. (3) =$■ (5): we may take Ci = kx and c2 = p\k2

6. (5) =i> (2): we may take a = cx and b = Cx • i;(A(x)) + —y .

1. (4) => (5): we may take Ci = A-p and c2 = jl\-p-p\-viAix)) + l2-p-p\.
C7L

P\'
8. (5) => (4): we may take l\ = C\ and l2 =

Remark. Clearly, as a consequence of the explicit nature of our estimates, we

have the version of a uniform linear comparison of Theorem 3.5, namely, for
each (2), (3), (4) and (5), if the coefficients exist on any compact subset of the
analytic space, i.e., for any irreducible component at any point in the compact

set, we have one of (2), (3), or (4) for the factor of P(x, z), then a uniform

linear product estimate exists.
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3.3. Real cases. In the discussion of linear product estimates on hypersurfaces
in §§3.1 and 3.2, we assume that the field is complex. Now let us examine the

case of real hypersurfaces. First, we give some elementary facts:

Let f(y) = ¿Za aaya e C[[v]]. We write f(y) = £Q äaya , where äa denotes

the conjugate of aa . Then, we have

3.6. Lemma. Let f(y) and g(y) e C|[y]]. Then,

(i) fiy) + gjy) = fiy) + gjy);
(2) fiy)-gjy) = fiy)-gjy);
(3) fiy) = fiy) if and only if f{y) e R[yJ.

3.7. Lemma. Suppose that Fiy) is an irreducible real formal power series. If
F(y) is reducible in C[[y]], then it has a unique decomposition in the form

Fiy) = Giy)-Gjy~),

where G(y) is irreducible in CITy]].

It is easy to prove the two lemmas above.

Let Pix, z) = zp + ¿Ziciix)zp~' be an irreducible real pseudopolynomial.
Suppose that P(x, z) is reducible in C[x]|[z]. By Lemma 3.7, we can assume

that P(x, z) = Qix, z) • Qix, z). For any fix, z) e C[[x]|[z], the resultant
reSpiP, f)ix) is therefore the product resqiQ, f)ix)-resqiQ, /)(x). With this
notation, we can show

3.8. Lemma.

(3.36) resqiQ, /)(x) = resqiQ, f).

As the consequence, assuming that /(x, z) is a real pseudopolynomial, we
have

resPiP,f)ix) = iresqiQ, f)'x)) - (resqiQ, f)ix)).

Suppose that A" is a real hypersurface defined by a real analytic function.
We consider on an irreducible component of X at (0, 0) (for simplicity, still
denoted by X ) which is given by the germ of real zero set of an irreducible
pseudopolynomial

Pix,z) = zp + 1£ciix)zp-i = 0,

¡=i

where c,(x) e R{x}. We denote by Xe the complexification of X defined as
the zero set of P(x, z) in C"+1. By Lemma 3.7, Xe is either irreducible,
or it can be decomposed into a pair of conjugates X' and X' defined by two
irreducible factors of Pix, z) = Qix, z) • Qix, z), respectively.

3.9. Lemma. Let Qix, z) e C{x}[[z]] be an irreducible polynomial. The linear

product estimate on the germ X' of the analytic space defined by Qix, z) = 0
is the same as that on the germ X' defined by Qix, z) = 0.

Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.5.

Now, the following result can be verified easily:
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3.10. Proposition. For a real analytic space X, it has a uniform linear product

estimate if there is a uniform linear product estimate on its complexification.

4. A UNIFORM LINEAR PRODUCT ESTIMATE FOR

HYPERSURFACES OF MULTIPLICITY 2

Let fix) = J2a aaxa e KIxJ, where x = Xi, ..., x„ and a € N" ( N is the

set of non-negative integers). The support of fix) is the set (a € N"|aa ^ 0).
Define an order on N" by ordering each a e N" by the lexicographic order on
(n + l)-tuple i\a\, a). This is a linear order on N" . By the initial monomial

of / we mean the monomial xa' such that a' is the smallest element in the

support of fix). Moreover, a' is the exponent of fix).

4.1. Normal forms. Let X be the complex space defined by the zero set of
an irreducible pseudopolynomial of order 2: P(x, z) = z2 +p(x)z + qix) = 0,

where we may assume that p(x) s 0 and i/(^(x)) > 2. It is evident that

P(x, z) is irreducible if and only if qix) is not a completely squared element
in the ring C{x} (i.e., there is no Ä(x) € C{x} such that qix) = A2(x) ).

4.1. Theorem. There is a uniform linear product estimate for X.

We first show a linear product estimate for X at 0 € X with explicit formulas
for the coefficients.

4.2. Lemma. Let qix) e C{x}. Assume that there are two sequences s,(x) and

r,(x) in C[[x]| such that for each i, qix) = s2(x)-i-r;(x) and lim,_0Of (r,(x)) =
oo. Then, qix) is a completely squared element in C{x} .

Proof. We can assume that each s,(x) has the same initial term as qix), i.e.,
the same first term in their Taylor expansions. Then the sequence {i,(x)} is

a Cauchy sequence in C{x}. Thus, it converges to an element s{x) e CJxJ
since C[[x]| is complete. It follows from the Hensel Lemma (cf. [Na, 44.3]) or
Artin's approximation theorem that six) e C{x} .

4.3. Definition. Let qix) e C{x} . We define a decomposition of o(x) :

(4.1) qix) = s2ix) + tix)

with the properties:

D-l.  s(x) and i(x) are in CflXÏÏ;
D-2.   tix) = qix), or i/(i(x)) > v(4(jc)) ;
D-3.   v(tix)) is the maximal in all such possible decompositions.

Remark.
1. Lemma 4.2 implies that this definition is well-defined, i.e., we always have

a decomposition as described above.
2. We denote aiq) = vis2ix)) and r(a) = vitix)). Apparently, tr(a) and

xiq) are uniquely determined by q. However, in general, the decompositions
of qix) satisfying (D-l), (D-2) and (D-3) are not unique (for instance, we can

add a higher-order term to six) and i(x) if both are not zero).
3. qix) is a completely squared element in C{x} if and only if r(x) = 0.

If six) t¿ 0, exp{<j(x)} = exp{(s2(x)} and exp{r(x)} > exp{#(x)}. For our

purpose, we will not consider the case ?(x) = 0 or six) = 0 in §4.1. So, we
assume six) jí 0 and í(x) ^ 0 throughout these sections.
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4. If fix) and g(x) are equivalent, i.e., fix) = #(x)A(x) for some invert-

ible /z(x) in C{x} , then, a(/(x)) = ff(f(x)) and t(/(x)) = t(#(x)) .
5. By Lemma 4.2, we may define a decomposition of qix) :

(4.1') qix) = s2ix) + tix)

with the properties of (D-2) and (D-3), plus that both s and t are analytic.
Then, it is easy to check that visix)) = f (î(x)) and i/(r(x)) = v(tix)). In fact,
it is clear that v(f(x)) < i/(t(x)). On the other hand, suppose we have (1):

o(x) = s2ix) + tix). If s(x) is not analytic, and tix) ^ 0. Then, obviously,
by taking a high jet of s(x) (for instance, higher than the order of r(x) ), we

will have a convergent decomposition without changing the order of i(x). That

means f(i(x)) > ^(i(x)).
Clearly, in a given coordinate system, among all the possible decompositions

(4.1), exp(r(x)) has the maximum.

4.4. Definition. We call (4.1) a proper decomposition in a coordinate system if
exp(r(x)) reaches its maximum.

Of course, in general, such a decomposition is not unique.

4.5. Lemma. Let qix) = 52(x) + r(x) be a decomposition, where six) ^ 0

and tix) t¿ 0. Let /n(j(x)) = soxa, and z'n(r(x)) = fax? . Then, it is a proper

decomposition of qix) if and only if a -fi ß, i.e.,

(4.2) xa\xß.

Proof. Suppose that (4.2) is false. It means that r(x) = toxa+y + A(x) for some
0 # y e Nm . Let six) = s0xa + g<x). Then,

qix) = is0xa + gix))2 + toxa+y + h(x)

= (J0,. + ,w + ^ + AW_Mg)£.^.
°0

It is clear that exp(/z(x)) > exp(r(x)), exp(^(x)x3') > exp(r(x)) and exp(x2,/) >

exp(r(x)), which contradicts the statement that o(x) = s2(x) + /(x) is a proper
decomposition of #(x).

It is then easy to check that (4.2) is also a sufficient condition.

Let o(x) be the same as described above. We assume that six) jé 0 and
r(x) t¿ 0 in the decomposition (4.1) of <7(x).

4.6. Lemma. There exists a suitable linear coordinate change: x —> (y, x),

such that under this coordinate,

(4.3) qix) = Hyk + giy, x))2 + hiy, X)) • i(x)

with the following properties:

N-l.   i"(x) is invertible in CJxJ;
N-2.   ^(y,x) and h(y, x) are both pseudopolynomials in y.   Moreover,

degv{g-} < k, and degy{A} < k ;
N-3.   vig)>k; vih)>2k.

4.7. Definition. A decomposition (4.3) of qix) satisfying (N-l), (N-2) and
(N-3) is called a normal decomposition of qix).
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By Lemma 4.5, a normal decomposition must be a proper decomposition.
Let fiy, X) = (yk + m(y, X))2 + n(y, x), where

P-l.   m(y, x) and n(y, X) are pseudopolynomials in y;
P-2.   deëy{miy ,x)}<k; degy{niy ,x)}<2k-l;
P-3.   vim(y ,x))>k; z/(«(y, x)) > 2k.

Let n(y, x) = Yf¡=o n¡(x)yp-' (thus, p < 2k - 1 ). If p < k, by Lemma 4.5,
fiy ,X) = (yk+ m(y, x))2 + n(y, x) is a normal decomposition. Suppose that
p>k.We have

fiy ,x) = (yk + m + ^noix)yp-k)2

(4.4)
+ in - noWy*) - /t0(^)m^-fc - i^(x)y2^-*».

v-v-,

n'(y,x)

4.8.   Lemma. In (4.4),

P-l:   m'(y,x) and n'(y,x) are pseudopolynomials in y;
P-2:   degy{m'iy,X)}<k; degy{n'(y,X)}<p-l;
P-3:  v(m'(y ,X))>k ; vin'(y, X)) > 2k.

Proof. By (P-l), and the definitions of m'(y, X) and n'(y, X), (P-l) is trivial.
Since k < p < 2k - 1, (P-2) follows immediately.
By (P-3), v(noix)yp~k) >2k-k = k as required. Moreover,

exp{n0(x)m(y, x)yp~k} > expino^)^} > exp{y2fc},

which proves (P-3).

Proof of Lemma 4.6. Since s(x) ^ 0 and í(x) ^ 0 in the decomposition (4.1)
of qix), we hence may assume that, after a suitable linear coordinate change,

2k

(4.5) qix) = iy2k + £ K,(£)y2/£-<) • /(x),

where z'(x) is invertible, and each v(k¡) > i by the preparation theorem. With-
out loss of generality, we may assume that z'(x) = 1.

Starting with (4.5), we rewrite qix) as

k Ik
qix)=y2k+ykiYíKiix)yk~i)+ £ K^y*-1

(4.6)
ß(y,x)

- iyk + \ctiy, x))2 + ßiy, X) - \a2iy, x)

-v-'

n(y,x)

= (yk + m(y, x))2 + n(y, x).

Clearly, m and n are both pseudopolynomial in y with deg^m} < k and

deg^/i} < 2k - 2. Also, vim) > k and exp{/i} > exp{(y* + m)2}. Thus, we
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may apply Lemma 4.8 if degy n > k. Since qix) is not a completely squared

element, we will get (4.3) after finitely many applications of Lemma 4.8.

Consider the function qix) and its normal decomposition (4.3) (in a suitable
coordinate system). Let z'n(/z(y, x)) = hoiX)yp . By the definition, p < k - 1.

Write sxiy, X) = yk + giy, X), and txiy, x) = h(y, X). We define a se-
quence {Siiy, x)} and {i,(y,x)}: For z" > 1,

1
Siiy. x) = sf_x(y, x) + Trti-iiy, x) ;

(4.7) j 2
tiiy,x) = -jt2_xiy,x).

The sequence satisfies

(4.8) s2_x...sl-qiy,X) = sfiy,X) + tiiy,x),       i=l,....

By the definition, we can see that

(4.9) infr) = y2'"k ,   iniU) = hf¡ iX)y2'"p.

Therefore, by Lemma 4.5, the expression (4.8) is a proper decomposition.

4.9.   Lemma. Let a(x) e C{x} with via) > 0. Then,

(4.10) x{a2q(y, X)} < 2(1 + x{q} - a{q}) ■ via) + a{q}.

Proof. We may assume that z'/z(a(x)) = aoix)yd . Take an integer z" such that

log2 d + 2 > i > log2 d + 1. Consider

(4.11) a2-s2_x...s¡qiy,X) = a2-sfiy,x) + a2-tiiy,X).

Clearly, inia-Siiy, x)) = OoiX)y2",k+d and zn(a2i,(y, X)) = a^hfy2'''"^ ,

by (4.9). By the choice of z, we have

2'-lk + d>2'-lp + 2d.

By Lemma 4.5, (4.11 ) is a proper decomposition of a2 • sf_,... s2 • q(y, x). Let

a2q(y, X) = w2(y, X)+v(y, x) be a proper decomposition of a2q(y, X). Then

visf_i ...s2 - v(y, X)) < v{a2ti(y, X)). In other words,

(2'-' +... + 2)k + x{a2 • q(y, X)} < 2i/(fl) + 2l~lx{q},

which gives

x{a2 • qiy,X)} < 2via) + ?~xx{q} - (2' - 2)k

< 2(1 + x{q} - a{q}) • v(a) + a{q}.

Remark. It should be pointed out that all the discussion here is valid if #(x)
and a(x) are in C[[x]].

4.2. Linear product estimates. In this section, we will show a linear product

estimate for (AT, 0) which is defined by a pseudopolynomial of order 2.
For an element / = a(x)z + b(x) in cfx,o, define yi(x) and y2ix) (also

see (3.4) by the following relation:

Pf(x, z) = (z -fix, Wiix)))iz - fix, w2ix))) = z2 + yi(x)z + y2(x).
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4.10. Theorem. At (Ar,0),

HnW) < 2(2 + x{q} - a{q}). v(yx (x)).
Proof. Let / = aix)z + ¿(x). By Property 1, we have to show the order of y2
is linearly bounded by the order of yi. In the case where P(x, z) = z2 + qix),

we have yi(x) = 2è(x) and y2(x) = -a2(x)#(x) + ¿2(x).
If 2fexp{#(x)} (i.e., s(x) = 0 in the expressions of proper decomposition),

we have

*<»(*)) - i/(-a2(*)î(x) + b2(x))

(4.12) = min{z/(?(x)) + 2z/(a(x)), 2z/(/>(x)) < 2v(b{x))}

-2v(y,(x))

If 2| exp{<?(x)}, then, we must have s(x) ^ 0 and i(x) ^ 0. By the discussion
in §4.2, we may find a coordinate system and a normal form (4.3) of qix). We
claim that for all a(x) and è(x),

(4.13) v(n(x)) = vi-a2ix)qix) + b\x)) < T{a2(x)<?(x)}.

In fact, if (4.13) is false, a2(x)#(x) = ¿>2(x)-(-a2(x)#(x)+/>2(x)) which is also
a decomposition of a2(x)^(x). That contradicts the definition of x{a2ix)q(x)} .

Evidently, we need only to consider the case where z/(a2(x)#(x)) = v(b2ix)).

By Lemma 4.9, we have

(4 14Ï v{yiix)) < 2(1 + x{q} - a{q})via) + a{q}

1 '    ^ <2-i2 + x{q}-a{q})-viyxix)).

Thus, (4.12) and (4.14) assure the linear product estimates.

4.3. Uniform linear product estimates. The discussion is actually local: we
need to show uniform linear product estimates on any compact set containing

0.
First, we give

4.11. Lemma. Let (x', z') € X and assume that the order of Pix, z) at
(x', z') is 1. Then, Pix, z) is irreducible at (x', z'), and we may take a = 1

and b = 0 in the linear product estimate.

Proof. In this case, &x,(.x',z') is equivalent to C{x} .

Thus, we need only to consider, in a neighborhood of 0, that the closed
analytic subset Y c X on which z/(P(x, z)) = 2. Clearly, by a proper choice

of the coordinate (x, z) (i.e., p(x) = 0), Y c {(x, z)\ z = 0, viq[x)) > 2} .
Thus, we need to study qix) on the set B = {x\v(qix)) > 2} n U, where U is
a relatively compact neighborhood of 0.

Let Z c AT be analytic subsets. By JfiX, Z) we mean the ring of meromor-
phic functions on X with its poles in Z (cf. [BMI, Chapter V]). An element
in JiiX, Z)\tx, ..., tk\ is called a parametrized family (with parameters in
X — Z). For more discussion about parametrized families, see [BM1, Chapter
V].Let

Fx(h , ...,tk) = Y,fÁx)taeJíiX, Z)ftx,..., tkl
a

For a point peX-Z,

Fpitx, ..., tk) = ¿2 foiP)** € Kl'i - -. fcl
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can be obtained by evaluating the coefficients fia of the family at p.

There exists a finite stratification of B by closed analytic subsets of B :

B = B0DBxD...DBk = <p

such that on each stratum B¡ - Bi+x,
(1) qix) has a constant order, say n¡■;
(2) there is a homeomorphism x -* (X, y), and parametrized families <i,, z(x)

eJ?iBi,Bi+x)lxl (z = 1, ..., n) and A¡,zix,y) e JfiBx-, Bi+l)lx, yj, such
that at each point zo e B¡ - Bi+l, the Taylor expansion of q at zq is

(4.15) qZoix, y) = (y"< + ¿dj,Zoix)yn^).¿,,Zo(x, y),

j=i

where ^,,Zo(x,y) is invertible, and ordidj,ZoiX)) > j (cf. [BMI, Chapter

V]). Moreover, if 2\n,-, there exist G,;Z(X,y), i/,,z(x,y) and 71>z(X,y) in

Jf iBi, BM)ix, y I, such that

(4.16) gZoix,y) = Hyk + G,-,Zo(x, y))2 + Hi>m)(X, y)) • 7,-,Zo(X, y),

and (4.16) is a normal decomposition of qZo(X, y) at any point z0 e B¡ - Bi+x •

4.12.   Proposition. The function z —» t{#z} is locally constructible.

Proof. It suffices to show that t{#z} is constant on a union of differences of
analytic subsets. For the stratification {B¡} mentioned above, on each stratum,
we have two cases:

1. If 2 \ n¡;, t(0z(x , y)) = ord(#z) for all the point z in B¡ - Bi+l.
2. Otherwise, at any point z e B¡- B¡+1, t(í2(x, Y)) = z/(./Y/>z(X, y)), as

a consequence of Lemma 4.5. Then, the coefficients of H¡,z are meromorphic
functions on B¡ - Bi+l with all their poles outside B¡ - Bi+x. Therefore, there
is an upper bound on the order of xiqz) over B¡ - Bi+l, as desired.

The proof of Theorem 4.1. Since a{q} is analytically semicontinuous on X and
x{q} is locally constructible, both functions are locally uniformly bounded. By
Property 2, the uniform linear product estimate follows.
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